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Rapid structural transformation and urbanization
are transforming agriculture and food production
in rural areas across the
world. This textbook provides a comprehensive review and assessment of
the multi-faceted nature
of agriculture and rural development, particularly in
the developing world,
where the greatest challenges occur. It is designed around ﬁve thematic parts: Agricultural Intensiﬁcation and Technical
Change; Political Economy
of Agricultural Policies;
Community and Rural Institutions; Agriculture, Nutrition, and Health; and Future Relevance of International Institutions. Each
chapter presents a de-

tailed but accessible review of the literature on
the speciﬁc topic and discusses the frontiers in research and institutional
changes needed as societies adapt to the transformation processes. All authors are eminent scholars with international reputations, who have been
actively engaged in the
contemporary debates
around agricultural development and rural transformation.
This volume of Eurasian
Studies in Business and
Economics focuses on latest results from research
in Banking and Finance,
Accounting and Corporate
Governance, Growth and
Development, along with
a focus on the Energy sector. The ﬁrst part on Accounting and Corporate

Governance features articles on environmental accounting, audit quality,
ﬁnancial information, and
adoption of governance
principles. The Banking
and Finance part looks at
risk-behavior in banks,
credit ratings during subprime crisis, stakeholder
management, and stock
market crises. The book focuses then on the energy
sector and analyzes
macroeconomic impacts
of electricity generation,
risk dimensions in wind energy, the latest EU energy
reforms, and discusses
prediction models.
International environmental agreements provide a
basis for countries to address ecological problems
on a global scale. However, countries are heterogeneous with respect to
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their economic structures
and to the problems relating to the environment
that they encounter.
Therefore, economic externalities and global environmental conﬂicts are common and can cause
problems in implementation and compliance with
international agreements.
Economics of International
Environmental Agreements illuminates those issues and factors that
might cause some countries or ﬁrms to take diﬀerent positions on common
problems. This book explores why international
environmental agreements deal with some
problems successfully but
fail with others. The
chapters address issues
that are global in nature,
such as: transboundary
pollution, provision of global public goods, individual
preferences of inequalityaversion, global cooperation, self-enforcing international environmental
agreements, emission
standards, abatement
costs, environmental quota, technology agreement
and adoption and international institutions. They examine the necessary conditions for the improved
performance of international environmental agreements, how cooperation
among countries can be
improved and the incen-
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tives that can be created
for voluntary compliance
with international environmental agreements. This
text is of great importance to academics, students and policy makers
who are interested in environmental economics, policy and politics, as well as
environmental law.
"The Handbook reﬂects
the state of the art in the
theory and practice of central banking. It covers all
the essential areas that
have come under scrutiny
since the global ﬁnancial
crisis of 2007-9"-While the booming humanitarian sector faces
daunting challenges, humanitarian economics
emerges as a new ﬁeld of
study and practice--one
that encompasses the economics and political economy of war, disaster, terrorism and humanitarianism. Carbonnier's book is
the ﬁrst to present humanitarian economics to a
wide readership, deﬁning
its parameters, explaining
its utility and convincing
us why it matters. Among
the issues he discusses
are: how are emotions
and altruism incorporated
within a rational-choice
framework? How do the
economics of war and terrorism inform humanitarians' negotiations with
combatants, and shed

light on the role of aid in
conﬂict? What do catastrophe bonds and risk-linked
securities hold for disaster
response? As more actors
enter the humanitarian
marketplace (including private ﬁrms), Carbonnier's
revealing portrayal is especially timely, as is his critique of the transformative power of crises.
As the debates about the
recent global recession
and the subsequent recovery have clearly shown,
our understanding of these questions has been
very limited. This comprehensive text puts the latest global recession and
ongoing recovery in perspective. With the support
of a companion website
and DVD, we have created several multimedia
tools to help understand
the basics.
This conference proceedings volume presents advanced methods in time
series estimation models
that are applicable various areas of applied economic research such as international economics,
macroeconomics, microeconomics, ﬁnance economics and agricultural
economics. Featuring contributions presented at
the 2018 International
Conference on Applied
Economics (ICOAE) held in
Warsaw, Poland, this book
presents contemporary re-
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search using applied
econometric method for
analysis as well as country speciﬁc studies with
potential implications on
economic policy. Applied
economics is a rapidly
growing ﬁeld of economics that combines economic theory with econometrics to analyse economic problems of the real world usually with economic policy interest.
ICOAE is an annual conference started in 2008 with
the aim to bring together
economists from diﬀerent
ﬁelds of applied economic
research in order to share
methods and ideas. Approximately 150 papers
are submitted each year
from about 40 countries
around the world. The
goal of the conference
and the enclosed papers
is to allow for an
exchange of experiences
with diﬀerent applied
econometric methods and
to promote joint initiatives
among well-established
economic ﬁelds such as
ﬁnance, agricultural economics, health economics,
education economics, international trade theory
and management and
marketing strategies. Featuring global contributions, this book will be of
interest to researchers,
academics, professionals
and policy makers in the
ﬁeld of applied economics
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and econometrics.
The rise of women in the
workforce has led to many
campaigns for wage equality and the impartial treatment of both sexes as
they pursue careers previously designated as either
a man’s or a woman’s job.
The impact of these campaigns has been felt, but
a sense of gender stereotyping still aﬀects not only
the social and cultural well-being of the modern organization, but the drive
for innovation and economic success as well.
Contemporary Global Perspectives on Gender Economics challenges current
economic theory, targeting the way gender is often used for economic
gain or increased market
share. Experts realize that
company growth can no
longer be achieved by taking a conventional approach, but few follow
through with introducing
new frameworks that
change the way diversity
is treated. By acknowledging that issues like childcare and the wage gap
are not only a woman’s
challenge, this book
speaks to legislators and
policymakers, economic
developers, corporate
practitioners, educational
faculties, and students of
all disciplines who are
looking to change the way
gender is viewed in the
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workforce. This essential
reference source features
chapters that combine the
concepts of gender theory, sociology, and economics and cover topics
including economic equality, gender bias, the history of gender economics, industrial creativity, and the
impact of social connectedness on life satisfaction.
Handbook of the Economics of Population Aging, Volume 1B provides
the economic literature on
aging and associated subjects, presenting comprehensive portraits of both
social and theoretical issues. As the second of
two volumes in this series
on the economics of population aging, it continues
the discussion, delving
deeper into topics such as
the labor market and human resource issues,
gerontology, history, and
the sociological and political ramiﬁcations of this
fascinating topic whose inception dates back to the
late 1970’s. This volume
includes literature that
has appeared in general
economics journals, in
various ﬁeld journals in
economics, especially, but
not exclusively, those covering labor market and human resource issues, information from interdisciplinary social science and
life science journals, and
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data presented in papers
by economists published
in journals associated with
gerontology, history, sociology, political science,
and
demography,
amongst others. Presents
comprehensive portraits
of social and theoretical issues that can be used by
both policymakers and
scholars Readers receive
diverse perspectives on
subjects that can be closely associated with national
and regional concerns
Chapters oﬀer comprehensive, critical reviews and
expositions on the essential aspects of the economics of population
aging
The Oxford Handbook of
the Economics of Networks represents the frontier of research into how
and why networks they
form, how they inﬂuence
behavior, how they help
govern outcomes in an interactive world, and how
they shape collective decision making, opinion formation, and diﬀusion dynamics. From a methodological perspective, the
contributors to this volume devote attention to
theory, ﬁeld experiments,
laboratory experiments,
and econometrics. Theoretical work in network formation, games played on
networks,
repeated
games, and the interaction between linking and
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behavior is synthesized. A
number of chapters are
devoted to studying social
process mediated by networks. Topics here include
opinion formation, diﬀusion of information and
disease, and learning.
There are also chapters
devoted to ﬁnancial contagion and systemic risk,
motivated in part by the
recent ﬁnancial crises.
Another section discusses
communities, with applications including social
trust, favor exchange, and
social collateral; the importance of communities for
migration patterns; and
the role that networks and
communities play in the labor market. A prominent
role of networks, from an
economic perspective, is
that they mediate trade.
Several chapters cover bilateral trade in networks,
strategic intermediation,
and the role of networks
in international trade. Contributions discuss as well
the role of networks for organizations. On the one
hand, one chapter discusses the role of networks for
the performance of organizations, while two other
chapters discuss managing networks of consumers and pricing in the
presence
of
network-based spillovers. Finally, the authors discuss
the internet as a network
with attention to the issue

of net neutrality.
This report explores the
growth prospects for the
ocean economy, its capacity for future employment
creation and innovation,
and its role in addressing
global challenges. Special
attention is devoted to
the emerging oceanbased industries.
The second book in an important biennial series
that provides a new framework for measuring the inclusive wealth of nations.
Including
thirty-four
chapters written by academics and experts in the
ﬁeld of international political economy, The Oxford
Handbook of Economic Imperialism examines the
history of economic imperialism from the early modern age to the present.
The Handbook demonstrates the persistence of
economic imperialism in
today's postcolonial world,
and the enduring control
wielded by great powers
even after the end of formal empire. Moreover, theHandbook reveals how
emerging powers are expanding economic control
in new geographic and
geopolitical contexts, and
highlights the signiﬁcance
of economic imperialism
in the structures, relations, processes, and
ideas that sustain poverty
and conﬂict worldwide.
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‘A valuable corrective to
the fraying narrative of
[African] failure.’ Foreign
Aﬀairs Not so long ago,
Africa was being described as the hopeless
continent.
Recently,
though, talk has turned to
Africa rising, with enthusiastic voices exclaiming
the potential for economic
growth across many of its
countries. What, then, is
the truth behind Africa’s
growth, or lack of it? In
this provocative book,
Morten Jerven fundamentally reframes the debate,
challenging mainstream
accounts of African economic history. Whilst for
the past two decades experts have focused on explaining why there has
been a ‘chronic failure of
growth’ in Africa, Jerven
shows that most African
economies have been
growing at a rapid pace
since the mid nineties. In
addition,
African
economies grew rapidly in
the ﬁfties, the sixties, and
even into the seventies.
Thus, African states were
dismissed as incapable of
development based largely on observations made
during the 1980s and early 1990s. The result has
been misguided analysis,
and few practical lessons
learned. This is an essential account of the real impact economic growth has
had on Africa, and what it
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means for the continent’s
future.
In its pursuit to equip the
reader with a basic knowledge of Islamic economics, this book divulges
the micro-foundations of
the discipline, and highlights the predominant
schools of thought that exist in the ﬁeld. It explains,
in simple terms, what Islamic economics entails
and how it can be studied
as a science in relation to
the Holy Quran, the Sunnah and the Islamic intellectual tradition based on
these two sources. The
book familiarizes the reader with knowledge of the
basic maxims of the discipline. It then establishes
the arguments that are
presented by the proponents of religion-based
economics, speciﬁcally Islam, and apprises readers
about the aforementioned
schools as they exist. A
number of chapters consider the dimension of the
dilemmas the discipline is
facing, and the chronological progress of the ﬁeld is
reviewed, hence providing
a
comprehensive
overview of the topic. The
book deals with the issues
about the origins of Islamic economics, the basic
methodological questions,
the use of the opportunities oﬀered by ﬁqh in the
methodological discussions and the main
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problems arising from the
encounter with other cultures and civilizations. It
oﬀers practical solutions,
despite
the
diﬀering
schools of thought, not unlike the development of
conventional Economics
where radical diﬀerences
between Keynesian, Classical and Monetarist approaches existed. It concludes by incorporating
some of the ﬁnest works
that explain to the reader
how Islamic economics
may progress as a discipline. This guide will provide both students and researchers in Comparative
Economic Studies, Islamic
Economics and Islamic Finance with an essential
overview of the ﬁeld.
The ﬁeld of behavioral economics has contributed
greatly to our understanding of human decision
making by reﬁning neoclassical assumptions and
developing models that account for psychological,
cognitive, and emotional
forces. The ﬁeld’s insights
have important implications for law. This Research Handbook oﬀers a
variety of perspectives
from renowned experts on
a wide-ranging set of topics including punishment,
ﬁnance, tort law, happiness, and the application
of experimental literatures to law. It also includes analyses of concep-
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tual foundations, cautions,
limitations and proposals
for ways forward.
Inequalities in incomes
and wealth have increased in advanced countries, making our
economies less dynamic,
our societies more unjust
and our political processes less democratic. As a
result, reducing inequalities is now a major economic, social and political
challenge. This book provides a concise yet comprehensive overview of
the economics of inequality. Until recently economic inequality has been the
object of limited research
eﬀorts, attracting only
modest attention in the
political arena; despite important advances in the
knowledge of its dimensions, a convincing understanding of the mechanisms at its roots is still
lacking. This book summarizes the topic and provides an interpretation of
the mechanisms responsible for increased disparities. Building on this analysis the book argues for an
integrated set of policies
addressing the roots of inequalities in incomes and
wealth Explaining Inequality will be of interest to students, researchers and
practitioners concerned
with inequality, economic
and public policy and polit-
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ical economy.
This edited volume brings
together original scientiﬁc
studies on current economic and developmental
issues in the Balkan region, and is composed of
papers by 25 authors from
seven diﬀerent countries.
The Balkan region has
gained signiﬁcant interest
in recent years due to its
location and strategic position, representing a doorway to Europe, and the region’s stability and
progress have direct
consequences on various
European countries. Because of this strategic position, there is currently
much debate regarding a
potential partnership of
the Balkan states with the
European Union. This
book oﬀers insights into
the current economic and
developmental status of
the countries in this region, oﬀering a series of
chapters that analyse the
area from a variety of perspectives. It begins with a
discussion on the recent
history of the region, especially with reference to
the former Yugoslavia and
its break-up after the turbulence experienced in
1990s. Other sections are
complementary to each
other in that they oﬀer
comparisons of the Balkan
states in their economic
progress at the micro and
macro levels. Topics such

as European integration
policies and eﬀects, economic transition, regional
trade, tax incentive policy, regional capital markets, regional development agencies and systems, remittances and foreign aid contributions, import-export policies, ﬁscal
policies, analysis of regional microﬁnance, and the
tourism sectors are explored in detail throughout the book.
In recent years, the United Kingdom has become a
more and more divided society with inequality between the regions as
marked as it has ever
been. In a landmark analysis of the current state of
Britain’s regional development, Philip McCann utilises current statistics, examines historical trends
and makes pertinent international comparisons to
assess the state of the nation. The UK Regional–National Economic Problem
brings attention to the
highly centralised, top
down governance structure that the UK deploys,
and demonstrates that it
is less than ideally placed
to rectify these inequalities. The ‘North-South’ divide in the UK has never
been greater and the rising inequalities are evident in almost all aspects
of the economy including
productivity, incomes, em-
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ployment status and
wealth. Whilst the traditional economic dominance
of London and its hinterland has continued along
with relative resilience in
the South West of England
and Scotland, in contrast
the Midlands, the North of
England, Northern Ireland
and Wales lag behind by
most measures of prosperity. This inequality is greatly limiting national economic performance and
the fact that Britain has a
below average standard
of living by European and
OECD terms has been ignored. The UK’s economic
and governance inequality is unlikely to be fundamentally rebalanced by
the current governance
and connectivity trends,
although this deﬁnitive
study suggests that some
areas of improvement are
possible if they are well
implemented. This pivotal
analysis is essential reading for postgraduate students in economics and urban studies as well as researchers and policy makers in local and central
government.
This Handbook is a unique
and original contribution
of over thirty chapters on
behavioural economics,
examining and addressing
an important stream of research where the starting
assumption is that decision-makers are for the
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most part relatively smart
or rational. This particular
approach is in contrast to
a theme running through
much contemporary work
where individuals’ behaviour is deemed irrational, biased, and error-prone, often due to
how people are hardwired. In the smart people
approach, where errors or
biases occur and when social dilemmas arise, more
often than not, improving
the decision-making environment can repair these
problems without hijacking or manipulating the
preferences of decision-makers. This book covers
a wide-range of themes
from micro to macro, including various sub-disciplines within economics
such as economic psychology, heuristics, fast and
slow-thinking, neuroeconomics, experiments, the
capabilities approach, institutional economics,
methodology, nudging,
ethics, and public policy.
The economic and political aspects of energy subsidies, viewed both theoretically and empirically,
with a focus on fossil fuel
subsidies in developing nations. Government subsidies to energy are widespread and represent a
heavy burden on public
budgets in many countries. Both producers and
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consumers may be subsidized; the most common
subsidies are for motor fuel consumption and electricity production and consumption. The subsidies
to consumers often prove
particularly harmful because they result in increased energy consumption, increased carbon
emissions, and distortionary eﬀects on consumer
behavior. This book ﬁlls a
void in the literature by
providing a ﬁrst, broad
and diverse, analysis of
several aspects of the economic and political economy aspects of government energy subsidies.
The contributors take both
theoretical and empirical
approaches, with most of
the focus on subsidies to
fuel and electricity in nonOECD countries. The
chapters cover such topics as energy pricing, reelection incentives for
politicians that may encourage excessive subsidies; political corruption
and “bribing equilibria,”
the the “resource curse”
in developing countries
when the gains from natural resource windfalls are
largely wasted, the “entitlement” of energy subsidies in autocracies, and
distributional issues when
subsidies targeted to the
poor are removed in high-income countries. One
chapter discusses non-
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harmful subsidies: the potential economic eﬀects of
subsidizing the manufacturing and deployment of
renewable energy. Contributors Carolyn Fischer,
Mads Greaker, Mohammad Habibpour, Michelle
Harding,
Christina
Kolerus, Christos Kotsogiannis, Jim Krane, Alber
Touna Mama, Raﬀaele Miniaci, Marco Pani, Ian Parry, Carlo Perroni, Leonzio
Rizzo, Knut Einar Rosendahl, Carlo Scarpa, Neda
Seiban, Suphi Sen, Jon
Strand, Paola Valbonesi,
Herman Vollebergh
The ﬁve Regional Economic Outlooks published biannually by the IMF cover
Asia and Paciﬁc, Europe,
the Middle East and Central Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, and the Western Hemisphere. In each volume,
recent economic developments and prospects for
the region are discussed
as a whole, as well as for
speciﬁc countries. The reports include key data for
countries in the region.
Each report focuses on policy developments that
have aﬀected economic
performance in the region, and discusses key
challenges faced by policymakers. The near-term
outlook, key risks, and
their related policy challenges are analyzed
throughout the reports,
and current issues are ex-
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plored, such as when and
how to withdraw public interventions in ﬁnancial
systems globally while
maintaining a still-fragile
economic recovery.These
indispensable surveys are
the product of comprehensive intradepartmental reviews of economic developments that draw primarily on information the IMF
staﬀ gathers through consultation with member
countries.
This Handbook explores
and critically examines
current research in economics and marketing science on key issues in retailing and distribution.
Providing a rich perspective for the discussion of
public policy, contributions from several disciplines and continents range
from the history of chains
and the impact of multinational retailers on international trade patterns to US
merger policy in the retail
context, the rise of the Internet, and consumer-to-consumer sales. The
chapters address methodological issues such as the
structural estimation of entry games between retailers, productivity measurement when both inputs
and output are not fully
observable, and demand
estimation with variable
assortment. Policy issues
explored include mergers,
zoning, and the regulation

of buyer power, while
other chapters address
some of the recent exciting developments in technology, retail formats, and
data availability. The book
goes on to study the
changes in online retailing
and ‘big data’, and to examine competition in speciﬁc retail sectors including gasoline stations, automobile dealerships, supermarkets, and ‘big box’ retail. This state-of-the-art
Handbook is an essential
reference for students
and academics of economics and marketing science, and oﬀers an outsider’s perspective to specialists in operations research, data analytics, geography, and sociology.
Why are house prices in
many
advanced
economies rising faster
than incomes? Why isn’t
land and location taught
or seen as important in
modern economics? What
is the relationship between the ﬁnancial system and land? In this accessible but provocative
guide to the economics of
land and housing, the authors reveal how many of
the key challenges facing
modern economies - including housing crises,
ﬁnancial instability and
growing inequalities - are
intimately tied to the land
economy. Looking at the
ways in which discussions
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of land have been routinely excluded from both
housing policy and economic theory, the authors
show that in order to tackle these increasingly
pressing issues a major rethink by both politicians
and economists is required.
Some climate change is
now inevitable and strategies to adapt to these
changes are quickly developing. The question is particularly paramount for
low-income countries,
which are likely to be
most aﬀected. This timely
and unique book takes an
integrated look at the twin
challenges of climate
change and development.
The book treats adaptation to climate change as
an issue of climate-resilient
development,
rather than as a bespoke
set of activities (ﬂood defences, drought plans,
and so on), combining climate and development
challenges into a single
strategy. It asks how the
standard approaches to
development need to
change, and what socio-economic trends and urbanisation mean for the vulnerability of developing
countries to climate risks.
Combining conceptual
thinking with practical policy prescriptions and experience the contributors
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argue that, to address these questions, climate risk
has to be embedded fully
into wider development
strategies
The Routledge Handbook
of Heterodox Economics
presents a comprehensive
overview of the latest
work on economic theory
and policy from a ‘pluralistic’ heterodox perspective.
Contributions
throughout the Handbook
explore diﬀerent theoretical perspectives including:
Marxian-radical political
economics; Post Keynesian-Sraﬃan economics;
institutionalist-evolutionary economics; feminist
economics; social economics; Régulation theory; the Social Structure of
Accumulation approach;
and ecological economics.
They explain the structural properties and dynamics of capitalism, as well
as propose economic and
social policies for the
beneﬁt of the majority of
the population. This book
aims, ﬁrstly, to provide realistic and coherent theoretical frameworks to understand the capitalist
economy in a constructive
and forward-looking manner. Secondly, it delineates
the future directions, as
well as the current state,
of heterodox economics,
and then provides both
‘heat and light’ on controversial issues, drawing out
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the commonalities and
diﬀerences among diﬀerent heterodox economic
approaches. The volume
also envisions transformative economic and social
policies for the majority of
the population and explains why economics is,
and should be treated as,
a social science. This
Handbook will be of compelling interest to those,
including students, who
wish to learn about alternative economic theories
and policies that are rarely found in conventional
economics textbooks or
discussed in the mainstream media, and to critical economists and other
social scientists who are
concerned with analyzing
pressing socio-economic
issues.
Economy for General
Studies CSAT - Paper 1
IAS Prelims for Civil Services Preliminary Exam
covers various Chapters
and their important topics. The book is divided into 17 chapters followed by
2 levels of exercises - Simple MCQs & statement
based MCQs. The book
captures most of the important questions with explanations of the past 12
years of the IAS Prelim exam distributed in the various chapters.
This short book explores a
core group of 40 topics
that tend to go unex-
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plored in an Introductory
Economics
course.
Though not a replacement
for an introductory text,
the work is intended as a
supplement to provoke further thought and discussion by juxtaposing blackboard models of the economy with empirical observations. Each chapter
starts with a short "refresher" of standard neoclassical economic modelling before getting into
real world economic life.
Komlos shows how
misleading it can be to mechanically apply the perfect competition model in
an oligopolistic environment where only an insigniﬁcant share of economic
activity takes place in perfectly competitive conditions. Most economics
texts introduce the notion
of oligopoly and diﬀerentiate it from the perfect
competition model with its
focus on "price takers."
Komlos contends that oligopolies are "price makers" like monopolies and
cause consumers and
economies nearly as
much harm. Likewise,
most textbook authors
eschew any distortions of
market pricing by government, but there is usually
little discussion of the real
impact of minimum
wages, which Komlos corrects. The book is an
aﬀordable supplement for
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all basic economics courses or for anyone who
wants to review the basic
ideas of economics with
clear eyes.
“The Economics Compendium” has been prepared with enormous
eﬀorts for all IAS aspirants, State PCS and other
competitive exams. The
book has been written
with the approach to provide the best preparatory
material for the exam.
The book not only covers
100% syllabus but is also
covered with Mind Maps,
Infographics, Charts, Tables and latest exam pattern MCQs. The emphasis
of the book has been on
conceptual understanding
and better retention
which are important from
the point of view of the exam. The book captures
most of the important
questions with explanations of the past years of
the IAS Prelim exam,
State PSC, NDA and other
competitive exams distributed in the various
chapters. The book is divided into 7 chapters followed by 2 levels of exercises with 850+ Simple
MCQs & statement based
MCQs.
The thoroughly revised &
updated 3rd edition of the
book “The Economy Compendium” has been updated with all the recent de-

velopments happened in
the economic sphere. The
book is prepared on the
concept "Latest Information - Authentic Data".
The book is empowered
with Mind Maps, Infographics, Charts, Tables and latest exam pattern MCQs.
The emphasis of the book
has been on conceptual
understanding and better
retention which are important from the point of
view of the exam. The
book captures most of the
important questions with
explanations of the past
years of the IAS Prelim exam, State PSC, NDA and
other competitive exams
distributed in the various
chapters. The book is divided into 19 chapters followed by 2 levels of exercises with 1000+ Simple
MCQs & statement based
MCQs.
The balance of the world
economy is shifting away
from the established
economies of Europe, Japan, and the USA, towards
the emerging economies
of Asia, especially India
and China. With contributions from some of the
world's leading growth theorists, this book analyses
the long-term process of
structural change and productivity growth across
the world from a unique
comparative perspective.
Ongoing research from
the World KLEMS Initiative
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is used to comparatively
study new sources of
growth - including the role
of investment in intangible assets, human capital,
technology catch-up, and
trade in global value
chains. This book provides
comparisons of industries
and economies that are
key to analysing the impacts of international
trade and investment.
This makes it an ideal
read for academics and
students interested in understanding current patterns of economic growth.
It will also be of value to
professionals with an interest in the drivers of economic growth and crisis.
Organizations, governments, and corporations
are all concerned with distributing their goods and
services to those who
need them most, consequently beneﬁting in the
process. Only by carefully
considering the interrelated nature of social systems can organizations
achieve the success they
strive for. Economics: Concepts, Methodolgies,
Tools, and Applications explores the interactions between market agents and
their impact on global
prosperity. Incorporating
both theoretical background and advanced concepts in the discipline,
this multi-volume reference is intended for policy-
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makers, economists, business leaders, governmental and non-governmental
organizations, and students of economic theory.
Since the inception of development economics in
the post-World War II period, most of its proponents
have prescribed the adoption of western institutions as the path for prosperity – the unequivocal
solution for poverty, illiteracy, hunger, inequality,
and violence in the world.
Seventy years of attempts, or at least the pretense thereof, to reproduce the western model
in completely diﬀerent historical and cultural contexts have proven to be
no more than a mirage for
most. Faced with this scenario, why do economists
insist on the ideas of development, convergence,
and emulation of the
lifestyle of western countries? Is it possible to disassociate development
from multidimensional instability, dependency, subordination, and exploitation? Is the current social,
political, ecological, and
economic organized destabilization observed in the
western countries a model
to follow, a desirable end
of history? These questions raised earlier by
some fellow economists,
have become ever more
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pressing in the present
context of generalized instability. The book questions how ethical and professionally responsible it
is for economists to continue to undiscerningly prescribe miraculous one-size-ﬁts-all market-oriented models to solve socio-economic problems everywhere. The contributors of
this edited volume invite
the readers to consider these questions and further
similar inquiries in the future. The chapters in this
book were originally published as a special issue of
the journal Review of Political Economy.
This 2015 OECD Economic
Survey of New Zealand examines recent economic
developments, policies
and prospects. Special
chapters cover sustaining
the economic expansion
and making growth more
inclusive.
The thorouhghly revised &
updated 2nd edition of
the book “The Economy
Compendium” has been
updated with all the recent developments happened in the economic
sphere. Special emphasis
has been given to Demonetisation, GST, Budget
2017-18, National Economic Survey and Digital Economy. New chapters on Digital Economy and GST,
Welfare Schemes / Program, World Economy
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have been added. The
book is empowered with
Mind Maps, Infographics,
Charts, Tables and latest
exam pattern MCQs. The
emphasis of the book has
been on conceptual understanding and better retention which are important
from the point of view of
the exam. The book captures most of the important questions with explanations of the past years
of the IAS Prelim exam,
State PSC, NDA and other
competitive exams distributed in the various
chapters. The book is divided into 11 chapters followed by 2 levels of exercises with 1000+ Simple
MCQs & statement based
MCQs.
A Political Economy of the
Middle East is the most
comprehensive analysis of
developments in the political economy of the region
over the past several decades, examining the interaction of economic development processes,
state systems and policies, and social actors in
the Middle East. The
fourth edition, with new
authors Melani Cammett
and Ishac Diwan, has
been thoroughly revised,
with two new introductory
chapters that provide an
updated framework with
which to understand and
study the many changes
in demography, educa-
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tion, labor markets, urbanization, water and agriculture, and international labor migration in the recent years. The new edition also includes: a new
chapter that charts the political economy of the Gulf
states and, in particular,
the phenomenal growth of
oil economies; a new
chapter on the rise of
"crony capitalism;" and increased coverage of the
changes in civil society
and social movements in
the region, including an
exploration of the causes,
dynamics, consequences,
and aftermath of the Arab
uprisings.
Recently, the issue of inequality has regained attention in economic and political debates. Although this
interest is welcome, the
debate is still mostly focused on income or
wealth distribution, which
is an important aspect but
does not present a complete view of inequality.
Most of the theoretical
and empirical studies produced by economists concern personal income distribution or factor income
distribution. This is more
evident in the studies of
the evolution and characteristics of contemporary
capitalism and globalization. Varieties of Economic Inequality considers
both theoretical perspec-

tives and empirical evidence of aspects such as
income, gender, race,
technology, power, region, education and class.
Ultimately, this text rejects the idea of supposed
long run constant factor
shares, the positive
eﬀects of inequality and
the greater importance of
absolute level of income
compared to its unequal
distribution, and instead
reveals the structural inequalities that exist within
societies. This book advocates a move away from
the focusing on inequality
at the level of the individual and suggests policy for
eradicating these various
forms of inequality. It is
suitable for those who
study political economy,
social inequality as well as
economic theory and philosophy.
The winners of the Nobel
Prize show how economics, when done right,
can help us solve the
thorniest social and political problems of our day.
Figuring out how to deal
with today's critical economic problems is perhaps the great challenge
of our time. Much greater
than space travel or perhaps even the next revolutionary medical breakthrough, what is at stake
is the whole idea of the
good life as we have
known it. Immigration and
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inequality, globalization
and technological disruption, slowing growth and
accelerating
climate
change--these are sources
of great anxiety across
the world, from New Delhi
and Dakar to Paris and
Washington, DC. The resources to address these
challenges are there-what we lack are ideas
that will help us jump the
wall of disagreement and
distrust that divides us. If
we succeed, history will remember our era with gratitude; if we fail, the potential losses are incalculable. In this revolutionary
book, renowned MIT
economists Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duﬂo
take on this challenge,
building on cutting-edge
research in economics explained with lucidity and
grace. Original, provocative, and urgent, Good
Economics for Hard Times
makes a persuasive case
for an intelligent interventionism and a society built
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on compassion and respect. It is an extraordinary achievement, one
that shines a light to help
us appreciate and understand our precariously balanced world.
Despite their obvious importance, the ethical implications of climate change
are often neglected in economic evaluations of mitigation and adaptation policies. Economic climate
models provide estimates
of the value of mitigation
beneﬁts, provide understanding of the costs of reducing emissions, and develop tools for making policy choices under uncertainty. They have thus
oﬀered theoretical and
empirical instruments for
the design and implementation of a range of climate policies, but the ethical assumptions included
in the calculations are usually left unarticulated.
This book, which brings together scholars from both
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economics and ethical theory, explores the interrelation between climate
ethics and economics. Examining a wide range of
topics including sustainability, conceptions of value, risk management and
the monetization of harm,
the book will explore the
ethical limitations of economic analysis but will not
assume that economic theory cannot accommodate
the concerns raised. The
aim in part is to identify
ethical shortcomings of
economic analysis and to
propose solutions. Given
the on-going role of economics in government
thinking on mitigation, a
constructive approach is
vital if we are to deal adequately with climate
change. This volume will
be of great interest to students and scholars of environmental ethics, economics, political science,
political philosophy and
the philosophy of economics.

